
Epoxy Cutting Board
Epoxy art cutting board is sure to steal centre stage. Epoxy
Flooring Brisbane creation: Stunning resin art into wooden
cutting board that captures the essence of art in just one
board.

Built  to  give  you  years  of
enjoyment

Bring the beauty of art into your own kitchen with wooden
epoxy boards.

Epoxy Flooring Brisbane is creating unique handmade design on
wooden cutting boards featuring stunning resin art. Inspired
by colours, we can create any design that can capture the
essence of natural landscapes. From ocean-like blues to cloud-
like magenta swirls, Epoxy Flooring Brisbane uses a variety of
resin hues that beautifully merge together to create vibrant
fusions  of  colour  and  pattern.  If  you  are  fascinated  and
mesmerized by the sky and light, Epoxy Flooring Brisbane aims
to create artworks that capture the awe-inspiring emotion that
a dramatic landscape evokes.
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It  takes  2  to  3  days  to  complete  the  board.  Before  the
nontoxic epoxy is applied to the board, tapes are stretched
across the board to create a clean line and protect the rest
of the wood with cling film. Colours are then poured onto the
exposed area, where chemical reaction causes the colours to
mix together in abstract patterns. Once complete, each board
is left to dry for around 24 hours.



Once  the  resin  becomes  sticky  to  smooth  and  shiny,  the
resulting surface is extremely versatile and hard-wearing. And
with multiple shapes and sizes, the board can be used to chop
and  prepare  food,  serve  bread  and  cheese,  or  just  add
contemporary  flair  to  your  kitchen!



Epoxy  Flooring  Brisbane  promises  that  you  will  not  be
disappointed  with  this  product.

The Epoxy boards design can also be applied to the floor,
kitchen counter top/benchtop, bar, nightclubs, dining tables,
coffee tables etc will give a unique look and will take centre
stage at any gathering or special occasion. It is also easy to
maintain.
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Every kitchen needs a serving board, doesn’t yours deserve a
beautiful, functional piece of kitchen art which can be left
out and displayed!

So Does Your Kitchen, Restaurant,
Bar, or a Friend Needs a Customised
Epoxy Cutting Board?

It is highly recommended to contact Epoxy Flooring Brisbane
and our hard-working team can help you do something amazing.
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LET’S  DISCUSS  TRANSFORMING  YOUR
FLOORS

If you want your project completed on
time, of the highest standard and by Epoxy professionals,
enquire now with Darius Soltani.

Call us on 1300 321433 or +61 424436640.

Email us on info@epoxybrisbane.com.au or go to our contact us
page.

Message and follow us on our social pages – Facebook and
Instagram. We post here updates for your flooring needs.

Do You Want to Have a Free Epoxy
Cutting Board this Christmas?

As  thanks  for  everyone  supporting  our  business,  we  have
decided to gift one to a lucky winner. Make sure to follow our
Facebook page because we have a competition for you to win
one. Yey! Beautify your home with Epoxy Cutting board. Check
out how to win one this Christmas.
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